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Science 8
September
	Content:	Introduction to Science	Benchmark/GLI:
	Skills:	apply the steps of the scientific method to solve problems	S-SI-8-A/8-2
	make accurate qualitative and quantitative observations	S-SI-8-B/8-4
	S-SW-8-A/8-1
	make inferences based on observations	S-SW-8-A/8-1
	build experiments, given limited materials	S-ST-8-B/8-4
	evaluate conclusions and assess results of experiments	S-ST-8-B/8-4
	S-SI-8-B/8-3
	S-SW-8-A/8-1
	test variables in controlled experiments	S-ST-8-B/8-3
	discuss scientific advances throughout history	S-ST-8-A/8-1
	use tools to gather data during lab investigations	S-SI-8-A/8-1
	identify independent and dependent variables while building the tallest possible 	S-SI-8-A/7-2
	structure with a limited amount of materials	S-ST-8-B/7-4
	show that experiments must repeatedly produce the same results to be valid	S-SW-8-B/7-2
	S-SW-8-B/7-2
	describe that the term "scientist" can refer to anyone who is trying to solve a 	S-SW-8-C/7-3
	problem; it takes a variety of people with different abilities and qualities (reasoning,
	 skepticism, open-mindedness, creativity)
	Content:	Earth, Moon and Sun	Benchmark/GLI:
	Skills:	compare and contrast the motion and effect of objects in the solar system 	S-ES-8-A/8-4
	(planets, moons, comets, meteors and asteroids)
	identify and explain circumstances that cause moon phases and tides	S-ES-8-A/8-1
	distinguish differences between lunar and solar eclipses (both total and partial) by S-ES-8-A/8-1
	demonstrating the umbra and penumbra
	describe the sun's surface features and atmospheric layers	S-ES-10-A/9-1
	explain the process of nuclear fusion	S-ES-10-A/9-1
	explain rotation and revolution (day, night, years and seasons)	S-ES-8-A/8-1
	explain that the sun is the single source of energy for all living things (solar 	S-LS-8-C/7-7
	energy is converted into chemical energy in plants)

	Content:	The Solar System	Benchmark/GLI:
	Skills:	explain that the forces of inertia and gravity work together to keep the planets in 	S-ES-8-A/8-2
	their elliptical orbits around the sun	S-PS-8-B/8-2
	research various theories from early astronomy (heliocentric and geocentric)	S-ES-8-B/8-8
	S-ST-8-A/8-1
	S-SW-8-B/8-2
	compare and contrast the orbital paths of various heavenly bodies (comets, 	S-ES-8-A/8-3
	asteroids and planets)
	explain the difference between meteors, meteorites and meteoroids	S-ES-8-A/8-4
	compare and contrast the chemical makeup of heavenly bodies (planets, 	S-ES-8-A/8-3
	asteroids, comets)
October
	Content:	The Solar System	Benchmark/GLI:
	Skills:	explain that the forces of inertia and gravity work together to keep the planets in 	S-ES-8-A/8-2
	their elliptical orbits around the sun	S-PS-8-B/8-2
	research various theories from early astronomy (heliocentric and geocentric)	S-ES-8-B/8-8
	S-ST-8-A/8-1
	S-SW-8-B/8-2
	compare and contrast the orbital paths of various heavenly bodies (comets, 	S-ES-8-A/8-3
	asteroids and planets)
	explain the difference between meteors, meteorites and meteroids	S-ES-8-A/8-4
	compare and contrast the chemical makeup of heavenly bodies (planets, 	S-ES-8-A/8-3
	asteroids, comets)
	Content:	Stars, Galaxies and the Universe	Benchmark/GLI:
	Skills:	describe various tools used by astronomers to gather information about stars 	S-ES-8-B/8-8
	(telescopes, satellites, probes)
	interpret data about surface temperature and brightness on the Hertzsprung-	S-SI-8-B/8-3
	Russel Diagram
	discuss theories about the formation of the solar system, including the Big Bang 	S-ES-10-A/9-2
	Theory
	compare and contrast various galaxies (spiral, elliptical and irregular)	S-ES-8-B/8-5
	investigate distances to stars in our galaxy (light years and parallax)	S-ES-8-B/8-6
	investigate the life cycle of a star	S-ES-8-B/8-7
	distinguish between different types of electromagnetic radiation (radio waves, 	S-PS-8-D/8-4
	infrared radiation, visible light, ultraviolet radiation, X-rays and gamma rays)
	discuss various micro-organisms and life forms that could be present in our 	S-LS-8-B/7-8
	universe - based on the diversity of life processes and needs
	Content:	Mapping Earth's Surface	Benchmark/GLI:
	Skills:	discuss factors that determine topography	S-ES-8-E/8-11
	S-ES-8-E/8-13
	investigate Earth's four spheres (lithosphere, atmosphere, hydrosphere, and 	S-ES-10-B/9-4
	biosphere)
	discuss advantages of using technology for maps (GPS)	S-ST-8-A/8-1
	use various maps and satellite images to investigate the topography of Earth's 	S-ES-8-E/8-11
	surface
	explain the convection currents that occur in the earth's mantle	S-ES-8-E/8-9
	label the layers of the earth's interior	S-ES-8-E/8-11
November
	Content:	Mapping Earth's Surface	Benchmark/GLI:
	Skills:	discuss factors that determine topography	S-ES-8-E/8-11
	S-ES-8-E/8-13
	investigate Earth's four spheres (lithosphere, atmosphere, hydrosphere, and 	S-ES-10-B/9-4
	biosphere)
	discuss advantages of using technology for maps (GPS)	S-ST-8-A/8-1
	use various maps and satellite images to investigate the topography of Earth's 	S-ES-8-E/8-11
	surface
	explain the convection currents that occur in the earth's mantle	S-ES-8-E/8-9
	label the layers of the earth's interior	S-ES-8-E/8-11
	Content:	Minerals	Benchmark/GLI:
	Skills:	examine how minerals are formed	S-ES-8-E/8-13
	identify characteristics of a mineral	S-ES-8-E/8-12
	recognize symbols of common elements found in the earth	S-PS-10-C/9-9
	list the properties used to identify minerals	S-ES-8-E/8-12
	name uses for minerals	S-ES-8-E/8-13
	Content:	Rocks	Benchmark/GLI:
	Skills:	classify various types of rocks	S-ES-8-E/8-13
	investigate and describe possible pathways through the rock cycle	S-ES-8-E/8-12
	S-ES-10-E/9-5
	list the characteristics used to identify igneous, sedimentary and metamorphic 	S-ES-8-E/8-13
	rocks
	describe the processes that form sedimentary rocks (erosion, deposition, 	S-ES-8-E/8-13
	compaction, cementation
	list and describe the three major types of sedimentary rocks (clastic, organic, 	S-ES-8-E/8-13
	chemical)
	describe the formation of coral reefs	S-ES-8-E/8-13
	explain how coral reefs become organic limestone deposits	S-ES-8-E/8-13
	describe the conditions under which metamorphic rocks form	S-ES-8-E/8-13
	identify the ways in which geologists classify metamorphic rocks	S-ES-8-E/8-13
	investigate uplifting which has exposed coral reefs buried deep under the surface 	S-ES-8-E/8-14
	in nearby states
	explain how the location of cooling determines texture of igneous rocks	S-ES-10-E/9-6
December
	Content:	Plate Tectonics	Benchmark/GLI:
	Skills:	label models of Earth's interior structure	S-ES-8-E/8-9
	explain how scientists use indirect methods to make observations about the 	S-ES-8-E/8-9
	earth's interior	S-ST-8-A/8-1
	S-SW-8-B/8-2
	investigate heat transfer beneath tectonic plates (including convection currents)	S-ES-8-E/8-9
	S-ES-8-E/8-12
	discuss various mountain ranges formed from plate movement	S-ES-8-E/8-10
	S-ES-8-E/8-13
	compile evidence to prove or disprove various theories (continental drift, plate 	S-ES-8-E/8-9
	tectonics)	S-ST-8-A/8-1
	discuss the difference between a hypothesis, theory and scientific law	S-SW-8-A/8-1
	compare and contrast the destructive and constructive processes (subduction, 	S-ES-8-E/8-13
	mid-ocean ridge, sea-floor spreading, trenches)
	construct a model to demonstrate sea-floor spreading	S-ES-8-E/8-13
	S-ES-8-E/8-11
	investigate the organisms that must live near hydrothermal vents to sustain life 	S-LS-8-B/7-8
	processes
	distinguish between 3 types of plate boundaries	S-ES-8-E/8-15
	discuss Harry Hess's theory of sea-floor spreading	S-ST-8-A/8-1
	Content:	Earthquakes	Benchmark/GLI:
	Skills:	research fault lines that caused specific earthquakes since 1900	S-ES-8-E/8-10
	distinguish between 3 types of plate boundaries	S-ES-8-E/8-15
	describe the various stress forces that affect plates	S-ES-8-E/8-14
	describe the different kinds of seismic waves	S-ES-8-E/8-15
	S-PS-8-D/8-4
	S-PS-8-D/8-5
	list various instruments and scales used by geologists to measure seismic waves	S-ST-8-A/8-1
	use given data to locate the epicenter (focus) of an earthquake on a map using a 	S-SI-8-B/8-3
	compass
	examine new techniques and strategies that are being used to lower the risk of 	S-ST-8-A/8-1
	earthquake damage to buildings
	discuss Harry Hess's theory of sea-floor spreading	S-ST-8-A/8-1
January
	Content:	Earthquakes	Benchmark/GLI:
	Skills:	research fault lines that caused specific earthquakes since 1900	S-ES-8-E/8-10
	distinguish between 3 types of plate boundaries	S-ES-8-E/8-15
	describe the various stress forces that affect plates	S-ES-8-E/8-14
	describe the different kinds of seismic waves	S-ES-8-E/8-15
	S-PS-8-D/8-4
	S-PS-8-D/8-5
	list various instruments and scales used by geologists to measure seismic waves	S-ST-8-A/8-1
	use given data to locate the epicenter (focus) of an earthquake on a map using a 	S-SI-8-B/8-3
	compass
	examine new techniques and strategies that are being used to lower the risk of 	S-ST-8-A/8-1
	earthquake damage to buildings
	Content:	Volcanoes	Benchmark/GLI:
	Skills:	explain why volcanoes take place on plate boundaries	S-ES-8-E/8-10
	S-ES-8-E/8-15
	identify landforms that lava and other volcanic materials create on Earth's surface	S-ES-8-E/8-13
	interpret data about volcanic activity using maps	S-ES-8-E/8-11
	research specific volcanic eruptions since 1900	S-ES-8-E/8-10
	S-SI-10-A/9-5
	explain how volcanic eruptions are part of the rock cycle	S-ES-8-E/8-12
	explain how the magma consistency affects the type of volcanic eruption	S-ES-8-E/8-9
	label the components of a volcano	S-ES-8-E/8-10
February
	Content:	Weathering and Soil Formation	Benchmark/GLI:
	Skills:	explain how various types of weathering, erosion and deposition are constructive 	S-ES-8-E/8-13
	and destructive processes
	identify causes of mechanical and chemical weathering	S-ES-8-E/8-13
	identify various landforms that are caused by deposition	S-ES-8-E/8-13
	explain factors that determine rate of erosion	S-ES-8-E/8-13
	explain importance of conserving land and soil	S-ES-8-E/8-13
	list waste disposal methods to protect environment	S-ES-10-D/10-6
	Content:	Erosion and Deposition	Benchmark/GLI:
	Skills:	describe destructive and constructive processes that change Earth's surface	S-ES-8-E/8-13
	S-PS-8-B/8-3
	list land features caused by deposition	S-ES-8-E/8-13
	describe various features that are formed by rivers (valleys, waterfalls, meanders, 	S-ES-8-E/8-13
	oxbow lakes, flood plains, alluvial fans and deltas)
	explain glacial erosion	S-ES-8-E/8-13
	identify forces that give ocean waves their energy	S-PS-8-D/8-4
	explain how waves affect coast lines	S-ES-8-E/8-13
March
	Content:	Earth's Freshwater	Benchmark/GLI:
	Skills:	identify how Earth's water is distributed among saltwater and freshwater sources	S-ES-8-C/7-4
	S-ES-8-C/7-1
	describe how Earth's water moves through the water cycle	S-ES-8-C/7-1
	S-ES-8-C/7-3
	describe various types of fresh water on the earth and how they affect the earth's 	S-ES-8-C/7-1
	surface
	explain the importance wetlands to the environment	S-ES-8-C/7-1
	describe water pollution and its sources	S-ES-8-C/7-4
	tell why it is so important to conserve and protect Earth's fresh water	S-ES-8-C/7-4
	interpret data concerning the availability of usable freshwater	S-ES-8-C/7-4
	discuss environmental issues that can affect the quality of local rivers, lakes and 	S-ES-8-C/7-4
	groundwater
	explain how human activity (pollution, etc.) can impact the overall stability of the 	S-LS-8-C/7-6
	earth's natural transfer of energy by polluting the water supply
	Content:	Earth's Oceans	Benchmark/GLI:
	Skills:	use maps to describe how ocean waves change the shape of the land along 	S-ES-8-E/8-11
	shorelines
	describe the characteristics of waves and how they form	S-PS-8-D/8-4
	explain what causes tides and the tide cycles	S-ES-8-A/8-1
	identify chemical composition of salt water	S-PS-10-B/9-6
	explain the forces that cause ocean currents	S-ES-10-B/9-4
	discuss various species that have adapted to live in ocean under extreme 	S-LS-8-D/8-4
	conditions and in different ocean zones	S-LS-8-D/8-5
	identify how surface features of the ocean floor were formed	S-ES-10-B/9-4
	explain why exploration of the ocean floor is difficult for researchers	S-ST-8-A/8-1
	S-ST-8-A/8-2
	S-SI-8-A/8-1
	describe how humans are affecting the oceans and their resources	S-ES-10-D/10-5
	S-ES-10-D/10-6
	explain how salt is related to the water cycle	S-ES-10-B/9-4
	Content:	Earth's Atmosphere	Benchmark/GLI:
	Skills:	name and describe the layers of the earth's atmosphere (troposphere, 	S-ES-10-B/9-4
	stratosphere, mesosphere, thermosphere, ionosphere and exosphere)
	theorize what might occur if the atmosphere was destroyed	S-ES-8-A/8-4
	S-ES-10-F/10-7
	S-ES-8-C/7-2
	name and explain three basic methods of heat transfer (conduction, convection, 	S-PS-8-D/7-3
	radiation)	S-ES-10-B/9-4
	S-ES-12-B/11-3
	describe three factors that affect air pressure (temperature, water vapor, elevation)S-ES-10-B/9-4
	explain that there is wind patterns	S-ES-10-B/9-4
	list positive and negative effects of the greenhouse effect	S-ES-12-B/11-6
	explain the oxygen-carbon dioxide cycle and nitrogen cycle	S-ES-12-B/11-6
	S-ES-10-D/10-6
	Content:	Weather	Benchmark/GLI:
	Skills:	explain how warm fronts and cold fronts affect weather patterns	S-ES-10-B/9-4
	S-ES-8-C/7-9
	describe the four factors that interact to determine weather in a given area	S-ES-8-C/7-5
	name and explain the three basic methods of heat transfer (conduction, 	S-ES-12-B/11-3
	convection and radiation) and how they affect weather
	list characteristics of storms and the conditions required for each type of storm 	S-ES-10-B/10-2
	(tornadoes, hurricanes, blizzards, droughts, etc.)
	interpret a weather map	S-SI-8-B/8-3
	S-ES-8-C/7-7
	S-ES-12-B/11-10
	describe various methods that meteorologists use to gather information about the 	S-ES-8-C/7-6
	weather to help them make forecasts	S-ES-8-C/7-5
	research specific weather-related disasters and present required information in 	S-SI-10-A/9-5
	front of class
	explain how human activity (pollution, burning fossil fuels, etc.) can impact the 	S-LS-8-C/7-6
	overall stability of the earth's natural transfer of energy (hurricanes)
April
	Content:	Weather	Benchmark/GLI:
	Skills:	explain how warm fronts and cold fronts affect weather patterns	S-ES-10-B/9-4
	S-ES-8-C/7-9
	describe the four factors that interact to determine weather in a given area	S-ES-8-C/7-5
	name and explain the three basic methods of heat transfer (conduction, 	S-ES-12-B/11-3
	convection and radiation) and how they affect weather
	list characteristics of storms and the conditions required for each type of storm 	S-ES-10-B/10-2
	(tornadoes, hurricanes, blizzards, droughts, etc.)
	interpret a weather map	S-SI-8-B/8-3
	S-ES-8-C/7-7
	S-ES-12-B/11-10
	describe various methods that meteorologists use to gather information about the 	S-ES-8-C/7-6
	weather to help them make forecasts	S-ES-8-C/7-5
	research specific weather-related disasters and present required information in 	S-SI-10-A/9-5
	front of class
	explain how human activity (pollution, burning fossil fuels, etc.) can impact the 	S-LS-8-C/7-6
	overall stability of the earth's natural transfer of energy (hurricanes)
	Content:	Climate and Climate Change	Benchmark/GLI:
	Skills:	identify and label climate zones around the world	S-ES-8-C/7-8
	S-ES-10-B/10-1
	S-ES-10-B/10-2
	identify the factors that influence climate	S-ES-8-C/7-3
	explain how human activity directly affects the environment and our future here on S-ES-10-F/10-7
	Earth	S-ES-8-C/7-2
	describe how ocean currents and air currents affect climate	S-ES-12-B/11-4
	explain various theories that have been proposed to explain natural climate 	S-SI-10-A/9-1
	change (global warming, greenhouse effect, global dimming)	S-SI-10-A/9-6
	S-SW-10-A/9-1
May
	Content:	Climate and Climate Change	Benchmark/GLI:
	Skills:	identify and label climate zones around the world	S-ES-8-C/7-8
	S-ES-10-B/10-1
	S-ES-10-B/10-2
	identify the factors that influence climate	S-ES-8-C/7-3
	explain how human activity directly affects the environment and our future here on S-ES-10-F/10-7
	Earth	S-ES-8-C/7-2
	
                        describe how ocean currents and air currents affect climate			S-ES-12-B/11-4
	explain various theories that have been proposed to explain natural climate 	S-SI-10-A/9-1
	change (global warming, greenhouse effect, global dimming)	S-SI-10-A/9-6
	S-SW-10-A/9-1

